GOOD WORK DONE BY ADIMALY POLICE STATION

The investigation of Adimaly P.S crime 172/15 U/S 120B, 449, 302, 392, 201, 34 IPC in which Kunju Muhammad Age 69, owner of Rajadhani Tourist Home, Aisha age 58, wife of Kunju Muhammad and Nachi Age 72, mother of Aisha who have been killed and properties of 19 1/2 gm. Gold ornaments, currency Rs. 50,000/-, one Rado Watch W/Rs. 35,000/-, Two Mobile Phones W/Rs. 5,000/- etc. have been stolen. This happened midnight 11.45 on 12-02-2015 in Rajadhani tourist Home itself. All the accused persons were arrested and the case was charge sheeted.

It can be said that this one of the notorious criminal activities in Kerala Police history which attended the entire attention of general public as well as media alike. Several times the accused persons stayed in Rajadhani Tourist Home and studied well about the circumstances and condition of the area and whereabouts of the killed. (The culprits did this crime after keen and wide home works stayed as residence in this Tourist Home different times and escaped after taking the leaves of admission register without evidence left.

After reporting the case a special investigation team have been formed include expert police personnel in crime investigation and collected all possible supportive evidences and conducted continues as well as wide enquiries.

Within four days after reporting the case special action council was formed by political parties and some other organizations working the Adimaly area for protecting their interests they protest to police to conducting strikes calling up for Harthal, Black day and formed agitation, procession. They severely criticized and abused Police that might have been cased the deterioration it mental courage of the investigation team. Besides the news headlines "Police search in dark", “Investigation transferred to crime Branch" were appeared in printing as well as visual medias spontaneously.
But it is to be noted here that the effective supports from Hon'ble Home Minister of Kerala Sri. Ramesh Chennithala, strong encouragements from ADGP Sri. K. Padmakumar IPS IGP Sri. M.R. Ajith Kumar IPS and DPC of Idukki Sri. K.V. Joseph IPS rejuvenated the attitude of the investigation team, which could lead the team remarkable success within 12 days after the case reported arresting A1 and A3 and redeemed the stolen articles. Respected ADGP and IGP visited the place of occurrence and gave enough directions to the concerned investigation team.

Keeping Mobile Phones switched off three accused left to Adimaly on 20-02-15 from Karnataka and reached at Adimaly on 12-02-15 early morning and got lodging in Rajadhani tourist Home in Room No. 302. Same day night they executed their brutal plan of killing three persons and plundered valuable articles leaving no evidences. They returned in Mysore on 13-02-15 and resumed their Mobile contacts. The investigation team proved this case after the minute verification of addresses written in admission register, vague visuals taken from CC TV placed adjacent commercial shop and from the scrutinization of even minute evidences with extreme level of accuracy. Eventually, braking all the plants of escape and misleading the police, Raghavendra, A1 well expert in taking seven languages native of Bukapatana District of Karnataka state. Manjunath, A3 native native of Sira in Karnataka had been arrested from Goa and Sira respectively. Madhu, A2 is arrested from Bangalore

Raghavendra, A1 got lodging on 08-01-15 in this Rajadhani Tourist Home and marked fake address in the register. And the reference of 'Thumkoor District' in the admission register on the same day by A1 along with his fake address was the main turning point in this case. It is deserved special referance that the investigation team travelled more than six thousand KM for their investigation purpose and A3 was arrested from the border of Andrapradesh where naxlites and wild animals very much on 02-03-2015 and A1 was arrested on 09—03-2015 from Goa.

With the arrest of the accused persons the police could keep up the dignity of the force and the credibility of the investigation team as well. More attention I to be given in this matter that,
the glorious result of this case put the full stop to all guesses and false notions spreaded about some close relatives of the three deceased. The same people who abused criticised investigation and Police shouted slogans in favour of Kerala Police and placed flex boards of appreciation in different parts of the Adimaly town. The position led by Adimaly Grama Panchayath President roamed the town all praising in instigation talent of Kerala Police. Printing as well as visual media also published and telecasted news and the basic elements that led to the noticeable achievement are the loyalty commitments, brave and courageous attitude, investigation talent and dedication of the Police Officers mentioned in the margin towards the profession and public.

The special investigation team consisting of Sri. K.B Prabhulla chandran, DYSP, munnar, Sri. Saji Markose, Inspector of Police, Adimaly, Sri. C.V.Ulahannan, SCPO 1958, Vellathooval Police Station, Sri. C.R. Santhosh, SCPO 2771, Adimaly Police Station Sri. Saji.N.Paul, SCPO 2636, Vellathooval Police Station, who have excellently succeeded in detecting a case having no prim facia evidence. The Offices mentioned the above uplifted the proud and dignity of Kerala Police added another golden Feather to the crown of victory.